
The MTM HV Multi Coil Winding Machine is designed to manufacture multiple HV coils at the same.  
Equipped with up to 3 wire guidance assemblies, customers can choose between 1, 2, or 3 coil production 
modes.  Equipped with a sliding tailstock with live center or with a swing tailstock gate, the DWM1200/mc 
allows for the removal of coils in one operation and the quick setup for the next production cycle.

For Increased 
Production 

HV Multi Coil  
Winding
DWM1200/mc



Gallery

Flexible machine configuration allows for 
increased productivity by decreasing machine 
setup time

Programmable Computer Control

Built-in UPS in the controller allows the status of the machine to be 
saved prior to executing an automated, controller shutdown

Fully programmable control system with touch screen and user-
friendly HMI.  Ready for smart factory / IoT integration

Offline recipe creation software that can be download to machine 
via intranet (bar-code scanning) or USB drive

Automated Tension Control
Programmable tension control with feedback for round & 
rectangular wires specific to wire cross-section.

Synchronized motion between wire guidance and mandrel 
rotation systems ensures precise wire pitch control through out 
the coil

Pull - thru or powered wire flattening available for integration

Other Features
Integrates with MTM winding mandrels, cold 
welding, wire flattening and wire decoilers
Edge strip payoffs with tensioning

MTM Integrated Paper Cutting System cuts insulation 
paper per a determined dimension for coil production
Rectangular Wire Supplements

Innovate.  Automate.  Elevate.

Capacities

Edge Strip Width 
Up to 6 rolls (2 per coil x 3 coils)
Up to 50 mm

Insulation
Quantity

Up to 500 RPM
Up to 500 Nm
Up to 3 Coils 

850 mm
300 / 300 mm 

Integrated, for each round wire
Up to 6 Wires Total

Wire Conductor
Round Wire 
Wire Flattening 
Flat / Rectangular Wire 

Coil Diameter 
Width of Foil & Wire Layer

Extra Clearances Left / Right

General 
Winding Speed 
Torque
Simultaneous Winding

Technical Specifications 

1,200mm

0.26 - 3.7 mm (30-7 AWG)
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